An efficient computational approach to nonadiabatic effects in the hydrogen molecule (H 2 , D 2 , T 2 ) is presented. The electronic wave function is expanded in the JamesCoolidge basis set, which enables obtaining a very high accuracy of nonadiabatic potentials. A single point convergence of the potentials with growing size of the basis set reveals a relative accuracy ranging from 10 −8 to 10 −13 . An estimated accuracy of the leading nonadiabatic correction to the rovibrational energy levels is of the order of 10 −7 cm −1 . After a significant increase in the accuracy of the Born-Oppenheimer and adiabatic calculations, the nonadiabatic results presented in this report constitute another step towards highly accurate theoretical description of the hydrogen molecule.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular hydrogen is the simplest neutral molecule, and it has been a benchmark system for calculations and spectroscopy since the explanation of its stability by quantum mechanics 1 in 1927. Determination of the dissociation energy of H 2 has led to a fruitful interplay between theory and experiment, continued over several decades and resulting in ever increasing accuracies of both. The progress made by 2001 is the subject of a detailed review by Stoicheff.
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In recent years, the accuracy of experimental determination of the dissociation and ionization energies of H 2 and its isotopomers has reached the level of 10 ppb. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Simultaneously, significant progress in theory [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] has enabled ab initio calculations with precision rivaling or even surpassing that of the best measurements. To keep up with the increasing experimental accuracy, theory needs to take into account tiny nonadiabatic, relativistic and even quantum electrodynamic effects. The latter effects contribute about 5 ppm to the total dissociation energy and their rigorous treatment is crucial in state-of-the-art calculations. Excellent compliance between contemporary experimental and theoretical data on rovibrational levels of the ground electronic state of H 2 has allowed the first observation of the QED effects in the rotational progressions of the H 2 spectrum. 35, 36 To push the accuracy of the theoretical predictions to a level limited by uncertainties in the proton-to-electron mass ratio 37 or in the proton-charge radius, 38 it is necessary both to include higher order effects and to level up the accuracy of the already known contributions.
The theoretically determined energy of a rovibrational level contains several contributions:
nonrelativistic, relativistic, radiative, and others. A convenient interpretation of these contributions is obtained by expanding the energy as a power series in α-the fine structure constant. [39] [40] [41] The finite nuclear mass effects can be treated using the nonadiabatic perturbation theory (NAPT), 31, 32 which relies on the expansion of the energy in m e /M -the electron-nucleus mass ratio. Such a double power expansion provides a firm framework for theoretical description of molecular systems.
In our multistage program of improving the overall accuracy of theoretical outcome, two steps have already been successfully accomplished. They concern the two largest terms of the energy expansion-the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) and the adiabatic contributions. Thanks to a new technique 42 for the evaluation of molecular integrals in the James-Coolidge basis, an improvement of several orders of magnitude in accuracy of these contributions has been possible. 43 , 44 Here we report on the next step concerning the leading nonadiabatic correction evaluated using the improved approach and the James-Coolidge functions. The following section sets theoretical background for the perturbative treatment of the nonadiabatic effects, and subsequent sections go deeper into technical details of the project.
II. PERTURBATIVE FORMALISM
The formalism presented in the following sections is a modification of that introduced several years ago. 
consists of the electronic kinetic energy term and the potential V , which includes all the Coulomb interactions. The nuclear Hamiltonian of a homonuclear diatomic molecule, after the center of mass motion separation and with the space-fixed reference frame attached to the geometrical center of two nuclei, has the form
where
R means the internuclear distance, and µ n is the nuclear reduced mass. Now, let the unperturbed (zeroth-order) wave function be taken as the adiabatic wave function
i.e. as a product of the nuclear wave function χ and the electronic wave function φ el depending implicitly on the nuclear coordinates R. The electronic wave function obeys the electronic Schrödinger equation with the clamped nuclei Hamiltonian
The total wave function can be expressed as a sum of terms parallel to and orthogonal to
The latter condition means that
where . . . el represents integration over electronic coordinates only. As a consequence, the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian H and the energy E can be decomposed into parallel and orthogonal parts
and further transformed to
Since δφ na is orthogonal to φ el , see Eq. (7), the formal recursive solution to the above equation can be written as
where the prime in the denominator denotes subtraction of the reference state φ el from the Hamiltonian inversion. 45 In the next step, Eq. (8) is left-multiplied by φ el | to yield
which can be rewritten to the form
with E a ≡ φ el |H n |φ el el . Recursive substitution of Eq. (10) into (12) forms a perturbative expansion for the effective nuclear Hamiltonian
n + H
n + . . .)|χ (13) the leading terms of which have the following explicit form
and
Taking into account the actual form (2) of the nuclear Hamiltonian we can transform further the above formulas, e.g.
In order to make the following expressions more compact, we shall introduce two abbrevia-
and then
The Hamiltonian H
n contains only the terms proportional to (m e /µ n ) 2 , but H
n may have the terms with the second and higher powers of the electron-to-nucleus mass ratio. We are interested in the leading nonadiabatic correction, which means in the terms proportional to (m e /µ n ) 2 .
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF DERIVATIVES
Let ψ k be the basis functions of electronic coordinates, then the electronic ground state wave function can be expressed as
where v is a vector consisting of real coefficients of this expansion. From now on we shall drop the 'el' subscript in the braket symbol as all the following integrations will be performed in the electronic domain. The matrix elements of the nuclear Hamiltonian (2) in the ψ i basis are
where the braces are used to denote the anticommutator.
Let us introduce the following symbols for the new matrix elements
With this notation the electronic Schrödinger equation (5) reads
the normalization condition
and the reduced resolvent
The term ∂ R ψ k is assumed to be known, as it is a derivative of the basis function. The ∂ R v k is obtained by differentiation of Eq. (25) (
and of the normalization condition, Eq. (26),
which combined together give
The first derivative of φ el projected onto the basis function ψ k gives
Let us turn now to the second order R-derivative of φ el
Its projection onto the basis function ψ l is
The second order derivative of v is obtained by double differentiation of Eqs. (25) and (26)
which leads to
where the first order derivative of E el is
The matrices and vectors derived in this Section set the grounds for the expressions of the nonadiabatic potentials comprising the effective Hamiltonians presented in the next Section.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE EFFECTIVE NUCLEAR HAMILTONIANS AND THE RADIAL SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION
The adiabatic correction E a , appearing in Eq (12), has been derived in Ref. 44 using the notation introduced in the previous section
In the following sections we shall present expressions for the second-and third-order effective nuclear Hamiltonians, appearing in Eq. (13), using quantities introduced in the preceding sections.
A. Second-order Hamiltonian
The second-order nonadiabatic effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (17) is transformed to the form 31,32
In the last equation, it is assumed that the molecule has a null total angular momentum (Σ state), which implies
B. Third-order Hamiltonian
The third-order Hamiltonian (20) can be expressed as a sum of three distinct terms
All these three expressions are transformed by commuting the term H n + E el − E to the right and left
Since χ satisfies Eq. (13), A can be approximated, neglecting the terms of the order higher than fourth in m e /µ n , by
Similarly the term B is transformed to
and the term C becomes
All the components of H
n ) except the last one in C, which is proportional to µ −2 n . In the present calculations, only this term was accounted for. Its explicit form reads
and it was added to V(R) in Eq (40). The omitted components of H 
where the functions
are interpreted as R-dependent vibrational and rotational masses, and where the potential Y(R) for the movement of the nuclei consists of the BO curve E el (R), the adiabatic correction curve E a (R), and the nonadiabatic correction curve δE na (R)
The latter correction is expressed in terms of the functions defined in previous sections as
As we are interested in dissociation energy D 0 of rovibrational levels we fix the origin of the energy scale to the separated atoms limit, and correspondingly, we convert all the potentials to the following form
In the separated atoms limit, V and δV vanish, whereas µ 2 n W and µ For convenience, the radial equation (52) was further transformed, using η J (R) = R χ J (R), to the following working form
Eq. (59) was solved numerically using the procedure described in Ref. 46 modified by us to account for the variable masses. A significant advantage of the above approach is the possibility of obtaining all the nonadiabatic levels from a single set of the potentials.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Our goal is to obtain as high numerical accuracy of the nonadiabatic corrections as possible. For this reason, we implemented the working formulas of Sec. III and IV in FORTRAN 90 using the 212-bit (∼64 digits) precision with a support from the quad-double arithmetic QD library.
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A. Basis set and matrix elements
To evaluate all the required matrix elements (24) and on the adiabatic correction 44 , the JC basis has been found very effective in analytic evaluation of all the needed integrals, and has proven to yield highly accurate results. The symmetric JC basis function is of the form
The basis function depends parametrically on the internuclear distance R in two ways:
through the explicit power of the internuclear distance R, introduced to ensure that the overlap integrals are dimensionless, and implicitly through the electron-nucleus distances r 1A , r 1B , r 2A , r 2B . The numerical value of the nonlinear parameter β was optimized with respect to the electronic energy E el (R) for each R separately. Proper spin and inversion symmetry (singlet gerade for the ground electronic state) of the wave function was imposed using two projectors containing the electron exchange P 12 and the electron-coordinate inversionî operators. In the JC basis, the matrix elements (24) 
therefore, their evaluation requires no numerical integration to be involved.
For ψ k , the k-th element of the basis set, the subscript k can be treated as a multiindex composed of integer exponents {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 }. To simplify the description of the arrangement of the basis set we introduce here an integer parameter Ω related to the exponents n i by
The parameter Ω is pivotal in the basis set convergence study discussed below. For the evaluation of W potential, we split the expansion (22) into two sectors, one limited by Ω and the other by Ω − 2, each with his own nonlinear parameter β and {n i }.
B. Convergence of the nonadiabatic potentials
There are five nonadiabatic potentials involved in the radial Schrödinger equation (52):
, and W ⊥ (R).
At first, we shall analyze the accuracy of a singlepoint evaluation of all these potentials. An estimate of the accuracy can be obtained by watching the convergence of given potential with increasing size of the basis set. Table I contains a selection of representative data illustrating the convergence of the nonadiabatic potentials with increasing size of the basis set governed by the shell parameter Ω of Ineq. (63).
A general conclusion which can be drawn from these data is that the relative accuracy obtained from the largest expansions is better than 10 −9 for the whole range of internuclear distances R. Exceptions appear only in the vicinity of those R at which a potential changes its sign. In such a region, the accuracy is lower than that mentioned above but simultaneously the absolute value of the potential itself is close to zero. Both, the reduced resolvent and the matrix elements of the four potentials of Table I with growing size of JC basis at selected internuclear distances R. Ω is the shell parameter of Eq. (63) and N is the number of basis functions. estim. relative accuracy 9 · 10 −9 2 · 10 −8 9 · 10 −11 3 · 10 −10 
C. Analytic fits of the nonadiabatic potentials
In the next stage, the numerical values of the nonadiabatic potentials were used to determine the least-square fits of the following functional forms for short and medium distances R < R c , and
The nonlinear parameters a, b, and c, the linear parameters P i , Q j , and A k , as well as the sum limits and the threshold R c were selected individually for each nonadiabatic potential.
The optimum values of the parameters of potential (64) were determined by the fits to 88 points covering the range 0.1 ≤ R/bohr ≤ 12.0. Table III contains a selection of numerical values of the five potentials in their mass-independent form, whereas the full list of 88 points is deposited in the Supplemental Material. 48 The parameters pertinent to the long-range formula (65) were fitted to the points from the range 8 ≤ R/bohr ≤ 12. The discrete values of the potentials were shifted beforehand by pertinent atomic values, so that the interaction potentials vanishing in the R → ∞ limit were obtained (see Eqs (57) and (58)).
The two parts of the potentials were joined together at the internuclear distance R c , at which we imposed a requirement that both parts as well as their first and second derivatives were the same. The A k parameters of the long-distance potential were fitted with these constraints, whereas the parameters present in formula (64) were determined freely. We do not present tables with the best fit parameters, instead we supply in the Supplemental Material 48 several Fortran'90 code routines which evaluate the potentials at an arbitrary internuclear distance.
The fitting procedure is another source of error in the final results and our priority was to minimize the error even at the expense of the length of analytic expressions (64) and (65). The quality of the obtained fits was characterized by means of the square root of the estimated variance (10 −12 < σ < 10 −8 ) and the maximum distortion (3 · 10 −12 < ε < 10 −8 ).
In order to estimate the error in the rovibrational energy due to the uncertainties in the individual points, for each potential we constructed a fit to the residuals. Such a fit was then added to or subtracted from the main potential and its effect on the rovibrational energy was obtained. On the basis of the above procedure, we estimate that the fitting procedure described above introduces approximately a hundred times greater error than the individual points of the potential, that means the error is about 10
D. Numerical solution of the radial Schrödinger equation
The analytic nonadiabatic correction potentials, together with the previously reported 
The grid parameters r 0 = 0.0001 bohr, N = 2400, r N = 40 bohr, and h ≈ 0.000537 bohr were adjusted experimentally to permit at least 10 −7 cm −1 accuracy of the eigenvalues.
To confirm these results we employed additionally the discrete variable representation (DVR) method. 49 Prior to the construction of the DVR Hamiltonian on (0, ∞) interval, we first transform Eq. (52), using notation of Sec. IV C, to a more convenient form
where µ a is a reduced mass of separated atoms. Next, for the grid of radial points x i = a + i 
with ∆x = 
E. Nonadiabatic corrections to rovibrational levels
Our final values of the leading order nonadiabatic corrections to the dissociation energy of the ground level of the symmetric isotopologues of hydrogen molecule are collected in Table V) from our perturbative nonadiabatic energy. Such an estimation leads to 6 · 10 −5 cm −1 , −3 · 10 −6 cm −1 , and 1 · 10 −6 cm −1 . Apparently this series lacks the proper dependence on nuclear mass as is not even monotonic. Perhaps the accuracy of the variational calculations is near the value of the evaluated effect, which prevents a reliable estimation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical total dissociation energy of a molecule can be considered using nonrela- This goal has been reached thanks to the improved methodology connected with explicitly correlated exponential wave function. Further development of this method in relation to the relativistic effects is underway in our group. One should realize though that it is insufficient just to increase the accuracy of a particular term of the NRQED expansion. The main factor limiting the accuracy of the predictions are the missing small terms of higher order in α or m e /M as well as the relativistic recoil terms. Determination of these contributions requires significant theoretical efforts, but once it is successfully performed, the negligible effects, like finite size of the nuclei 38 or gerade-ungerade mixing, 54 will enter then into play.
